
“a sensibility 
that plays through 
the kind of literary 
other-history 
realities imagined by 
P.K. Dick and alan 
Moore…” Jack 
Sargeant, Author of 
‘Against Control’ 
& ‘DeathTripping’



“Just because time travel hasn’t been invented yet doesn’t 
mean time travel hasn’t been invented…”    - Unknown



location: classified Date: may 3, 2178



X.. 
CH..
SKT



X.. ch.. skt



X.. CH.. SKT



 valentina?



valentina?



it’s good to 
see you…

I’m sorry.. 
I’ve 

forgotten 
your name

I hope I didn’t 
interrupt…

Actually I was 
right in the 
middle of 

something. what 
do you want?

 Location: moscow Date: April 10, 2080



LOCATION: New York CITY Date: March 2, 1962



 …And just like last visit, There was a pigeon in my room.

 I arriveD 
right on 

time



 I was wiped out from the flip and decided to take A nap before the meeting… 
But I couldn’t sleep So I watched an episode* of The twilight zone…

* Ep. 24, Season 3 “To Serve Man.”  Teleplay by Rod Serling 
based on a short story by Damon Knight. Aired March 2, 1962.

Respectfully 
presented for your 
perusal: a Kanamit. 

Height: a little over 9 
feet. Weight: 350 
pounds. Origin? 

Somewhere in The 
Twilight Zone



Please mr. 
chambers eat, 
we wouldn’t 
want you to 

lose weight…

serling was in the room with 
me watching the show…

X.. CH.. SKT



I realised I knEw who the other guy Was…

*Vic Morrow, film and tv actor best known for the series  “Combat!” [1962-67], was 
tragically killed during the filming of the movie “The Twilight Zone” on July 22, 1982.

The final part of the dream Was more abstract… 
There were at least two Empire state buildings…

Vic Morrow



march 2nd, 1962…the past is different for everyone. Some talk about 
the intense flavour of food, Others about the heightened colour…

But for me it’s the ambient odour… New York has 
always smelled like dry cleaning… and the 

further back you go, the more intense it becomes…
next train is
the a train



this is… 
times 

square…

it hasn’t snowed here for a week or two, but it’s still freezing at night! 
Times square is a wind tunnel with a wind-chill factor of 10 degrees…



*Neither of these films were playing in or near Times Square in March 1962. Cinemas were screening movies such 
as “Posse from Hell”, “Walk on the Wild Side” and  the box office bomb “Light in the Piazza” with Olivia de Havilland.

But man, did they ever know how to put on a light show! And so 
many movies! despite the scramble field I could make oUT 

titles - quo Vadis… Chitty chitty bang bang…*



why in 
god’s name 

are we eating 
here?

the place was huge… But I found my contact quickly enough

over 
here!

hi Matthew! 
welcome!



sorry I’m late, I 
slept through my 

alarm…

alarm?? 
the ironies 

of this 
profession 

are nuts!

don’t worry 
about it friend. 

the name is jerry. 
Jerry korczak.

what’s 
good to eat 

here, jerry? This 
menu must be 50 

pages long! everything! 
But there’s 
something 

you’ve gotta 
try…



the borscht with 
polish dumplings are 
the best you’ll find this 

side of krakow!

so jerry and i both had the borscht and it was fantastic… we 
drank French red and then moved on to luksusowa vodka



I’d never met jerry but I’d heard of him.. and it turned out 
that in person he was a bit of a raconteur who loved to 

drink… He told stories and I listened.

I went into the OSS* 
straight out of college, 

but I didn’t join 
network until ‘51

* The OSS - The Office of Strategic Services, co-ordinating organization for behind-
the-lines espionage during World War 2, which was superceded by the C.I.A. in 1946. 

…and I met 
Truman in ’47 
when I joined 
the Company* 
but the guy was 

a real 
ASShole…

Yeah, long 
story… so… what 
about you? were 

you a spook 
too?

Huh!

*Informal name for the C.I.A



Uh, no. I was actually 
a university prof 

before network. I wrote 
my masters thesis on the 

New York no wave 
scene*

It was based on 
field work from 
trips the ‘80s. 

Totally informal, 
unsanctioned…

holy 
crap! so 
network 

found you 
huh?

yeah - it was 
love at first 

sight…

*From circa 1977 through to the mid-1980s, the No Wave scene was an informal grouping of bands exploring a post-
Punk noise aesthetic and included DNA, Mars, Teenage Jesus & The Jerks, and James Chance & The Contortions…



I’d stare up at the shadows that passing cars’ 
headlights threw on the bedroom ceiling…

and if I concentrated hard 
enough, I’d fly up from my 
bed and out of my room…

when I was a little boy - six or seven years old - I had a recurring 
dream, that I could fly, classic kid stuff…



I’d soar over my neighbourhood where I could see my friend’s 
houses… and their mothers putting out the washing…

I’d fly over midway shopping centrE, getting really high… 

until eventually I’d arrive at my school* I could see kids in my 
class looking up at me… they were impressed…

what’s 
that up 
there!

*Denistone East Primary School, Sydney, Australia, circa 1968



it’s 
that boy 

matthew! I’ve 
misjudged 

him

he’s not a 
stinky poo 
bum wee 
after all!

and I’d fly down and join them. from that day forth 
my friends would know that I was special.

and then?
Then… when I 

realised I could 
effect things in 
real life, my 

grades at school 
suddenly got a 

whole lot 
better!



when I flew home at the end of the day having failed a 
test, i’d go back, take it again, and easily pass…

I Forgive 
you!

on the way home, I’d see my dog scamp, the little dog 
that ran away from home* after I left the back gate 

open. he’d run away because I didn’t love him enough…

he’d see me… look up… and I’d 
finally find some peace…

*Wait a second, this is not what happened!

*This is a travesty! The story is far more tragic than this…



*It’s true, Matthew did leave the garden gate open, but Scamp didn’t run away… He promptly ran into the 
street and was run over by a young man who’d just bought his first car. He was distraught… What made the 

whole incident worse was that when Matthew’s father asked him if he’d left the gate open, he lied. He was afraid.

*Scamp was buried in the shade of a big tree in the 
backyard… Matthew was there. He saw the burial.

Ok, OK. I 
Know. can 

we just stick 
to fact 

checking 
please*

*Ok, sorry.



PROSZĘ 
SERWIS!

YES CHEF!

More 
Wodka 

please!



Greetings. This is 
Network.

I probably should have 
introduced myself 

earlier but there just 
didn’t seem to be the 
right time… Heh heh, 

sorry, a joke…

I’m sure you’re wondering 
just what the hell is going 
on, but more importantly, 

what are the rules?

Relax… I’m here to help 



Causality is complex, and while 
there are many possibilities - 

ultimately there is only one time 
line. It can be changed in minor 

ways without effect but big 
changes are only possible when we 

tinker with Jonbar Points*

“Term occasionally used for a crucial forking-place in time, and whose manipulation can radically 
affect the future that follows…” Dave Langford, the Encyclopaedia of Science Fiction, 4th Edition.



Certain events are so consequential 
that the thousands of forks in the 

timeline that lead to them are simply 
too complex to allow any attempt to 
manipulate them. That’s why events 
like 9/11* are locked off. Only the 

most trusted operatives are allowed 
anywhere near them!

*9/11 or the September 11th Attacks in 2001 were the result of a co-ordinated 
strike against targets in New York and Washington by the terrorist group al-
Qaeda, which claimed 4,500 lives and launched the ill-fated War on Terror…



Some moments in history are almost 
inevitable. The assassination of 

President John F. Kennedy in 1963 
has more than 50 million data points 
on the timeline leading to it, and the 

event itself is practically 
impervious to manipulation. If 

Oswald* hadn’t done it, there were 
plenty who were ready to step up. 
But it too is locked. We can’t take 

any chances!

*Lee Harvey Oswald, former Marine, former member of the CIA-backed 
Fair Play for Cuba Committee, and likely lone assassin of John F. Kennedy.

click

Lee Harvey 
Oswald is dead! 
Shot by prominent 
Dallas niteclub 

owner Jack Ruby…



All of Germany and Austria 
from 1899 all the way to 
1950 is sealed tight as a 
drum. As you can imagine, 

everyone wants to kill baby 
Hitler, but that whole timeline 

is likewise impervious to 
manipulation…

I know you still have 
questions, like, how do you 

actually move through time? 
And if you can do that, why 
didn’t Matthew go back and 
save his little dog? Well, 
that’s a story for another 

time…

Network out.

scamp 
hates nazis



location: moscow Date: September 8, 2080



I’m sorry.. 
I’ve 

forgotten 
your name

I hope I didn’t 
interrupt…

Actually I 
was right in the 

middle of 
something. what 

do you want?

my name is 
Alexei. Let’s 

go for a walk… 
to the art 
museum…



ha, ha! it’s So 
we can see the 
exhibition!

I think you’ll find 
this show 

fascinating. it’s the 
first major exhibition of 
contemporary American 

art since the POST-
prigozhin era.

…and as the work 
is largelY drawn 

drawn from what was 
the corporate 

collection of the 
wagner group… the 
art is eccentric to 

say the least!

And why 
are we going 
there? Is it 
relevant?



comrades, a 
guided tour of the 

exhibition will 
commence in 5 minutes. 
Please assemble at the 

information desk 
opposite the 

exhibition gift 
shop!

my 
god, this 
place is 
huge! 

No. it’s 
quite 

literally 
before my 

time.

It was 
built at a time 

of much 
economic 

optimism. I 
thought you’d 
have been here 

before? 



and 
what’s 
this??

this a major piece 
by the artist 

whisper zhang.
It’s a break-through 

piece from the 
twenty sixties. A 

major work of 
simulated 
reality…

what do you 
think of it?

Oh Valentina, such a 
limited point of view! 

it is a very moving 
memorial to the 
fallen! Let me..

all I can 
see is the money 
- the amount the 
artist spent on 

making it, and how 
much wagner paid 

for it.



can we just get 
to why I was 

called here? 

there is an 
operative named 

matthew who is in 
New York city. 

network wants him 
eliminated from 

the time line.

why?



there’s going to 
be a major incursion 
that will have very 

significant upstream 
Affects. it’s march 2nd, 
1962. he’ll be going to 

the theatre on that 
evening…

don’t make 
contact before 
the designated 

moment. Intercept him 
as he leaves the 

theatre. You know 
the rest.

ok. 
understood.

don’t you find it 
fascinating that 

artists have often come 
so very close to 
realising the true 
nature  of their 
continuum?

in what way?



zhang’s sim-r 
work gives the 

gallery visitor a 
chance to experience 

significant historical 
events such as in this 

sequence on 
9/11…

…and it feels like 
you’re there. what 
motivated zhang to 
create the work? 

Artistic inspiration? or 
an insight that such 

movement through time 
might actually be 

possible?

world trade center, NYC

the pentagon, Washington D.C.



the us capitol building, Washington D.C.

what 
in the hell 

is this?

the capitol 
wasn’t 

destroyed! This 
is a work of 

fiction.

as I say, a 
historical 

re-creation 
that…

sadly it was. its 
destruction by 
flight 93 has 

always been a part 
of history…



bullshit!

who 
are you 
with?

what’s 
your real 

name?

Uh… it’s 
alexei

network!

please 
Valentina, tell 

me what’s 
wrong!

This 
is why you 

brought me 
here! You 

wanted to show 
me to gauge my 
reaction! To 

see if I’m 
on side!

what the 
fuck is going 

on?!!



you’ve 
got 5 

seconds!
it’s ok, it’s ok… 
You’re among 

friends!



a 
talk by the 

exhibition curator 
will commence in 

the theatre at 2pm. 
tickets available 

from the gift 
shop. 

RUN! 
TERRORISTS!

Run! GUN! 
GUN!!



i’m 
back. get 
ready for 
dust off!



we’ve got a 
really big 
problem!

deploying 
Aerofoils 

and deep space 
comms 



what 
happened?

I had to take 
out an operative… 

He used the 
compromised

password. 

let’s get back 
home. I need a 

bath. Then I need 
to pay a visit to 

1962!



new york city, March 2nd, 1962



so where was I? oh that’s right… We’d just ordered our 2nd* bottle 

*Third bottle actually…

so here’s the deal. 
We need you to go to 

tonight’s 10.30pm 
performance of ‘A Funny 
Thing happened on the 

way to the forum’

 an operative 
named Valentina 

will make 
contact. 



I came all the 
way back for 

this? to go to a 
broadway 

show!!

it’s a counter-
intel operation. We 
suspect that Valentina 

maybe working for 
CONTRol. Do as she asks. 
if you get any sense she’s 

betrayed network… 
well, you know what 

to do.

anyway. it’s a 
great show, my 

wife and I have seen 
it twice! and zero 

mostel is a 
scream!

 OK, Let’s 
get the 
check.



after I’d said farewell to jerry I still had a couple of hours to 
kill. I got a taxi on 42nd and headed down to the village…

I stopped in at the Cedar bar hoping to catch a glimpse of 
Jasper or Bob or andy But there was hardly anyone there, 

most people were on the street talking… 



I found another place just around the corner and it was jumping! I 
walked up to the bar, ordered a beer and almost immediately met mitzy….

how’s the 
weather up 

there?

haha! No I 
mean in 

Canada! 

your 
accent? 

isn’t that 
where you’re 

from?

Of Course! 
My dad was 

stationed there 
during the 

war..

is that a 
joke about my 

height?

canada?

I’m 
australian. 

Heard of 
australia?



some time later…

my name is 
mitzi! What’s 

yours?

first time in 
New York?

don’t you 
remember?

you’re a 
weirdo!

same! 
isn’t that 

odd!

aren’t you 
already three 

sheets to 
the wind?

huh?

Matthew.

well… 
ah… That’s… 
a Bit tricky.

haha! 
Not 

really…

I feel like 
I’ve met you 

before.

another 
drink?

uh… can you 
see a cat?

??



Later, unprompted, mitzi told me her theory of dreams

dreams are a 
gateway! They take 

us places and show us 
important things… It’s 

not just what dreams 
mean, but how they 

feel! that’s the 
key…

I think 
dreams might 

change the past! 
and the future! don’t 

you agree? If we 
could just 

harness them!

I do dream 
guidance and 

therapy. Freelance. 
fits around my 

waitressing job! 
uh, are you OK? 

Uh yeah… 
but I think I 
need to get 
some fresh 

air



we went outside and I felt better… we decided to walk to another bar… 

there was live music… Not 
sure who the singer was… 

then we walked to mitzi’s 
place. After that…



matthew - you’re 
dreaming. You need 

to wake up!



when I awoke soon after dawn, 
mitzi had already left for work

she’d left me a cup of coffee

her whole life was in this apartment 
- her books and records - her 

fancy coffee machine

her painting studio… IT seemed 
MITZi was a woman of many talents…



The subway was closed due to some emergency, so I took a bus back to 
Williamsburg. I had the worst hangover I think i’ve ever had - which was 

odd since operatives are usually immune - And I realised I hadn’t heard 
from Network since I left jerry in times square…

I’d completely missed my theatre date. I’d flip back to yesterday, skip 
ahead of the briefing and meet valentina as planned. It meanT I’d lose 

Mitzi, but I knew where to find her… once I was back in the neighbourhood 
I got breakfast at a local place: coffee and a bagel.



I like its rhythm and flow. the smell of dry cleaning, coffee and Bread. 
The people in the street. I’m always sad when I have to go home. time 

spent in the past is time lost in the future…

I love it here. 1962 I mean. I’m right at the edge of my 
operational limit. My D.O.B. is March 1, 1962, so I’m right up 

against the barrier… But I like spending time here…



I flipped back to the same time the day before. I’d take 
a nap, sleep off the hangover and be ready for the show…

and then 
I walked 
into the 

room… and 
found you 

here…

yes. and we have a 
problem. we need 

to leave 
immediately!

…to be continued!



Greetings, this is Network. You no 
doubt remember Jerry Korczak from 
the briefing at the Polish restaurant…

Matthew wondered why Jerry had 
chosen that particular restaurant, 
aside from the superb borscht…

Had he asked Jerry, it was because the 
head chef, Stefan Schiller, was an old 

comrade of Jerry’s from the war…



Jerry was with the Office of Strategic 
Services - the O.S.S. - and was seconded to 
the British forces working behind the lines in 

Nazi/Soviet occupied Poland…

Jerry and Stefan fought side-by-side in the AK - 
the Armia Krajowa, or Home aAmy. They fought the 

occupiers across Poland, both Germans and 
Russians, and then after ’42, the Germans alone.

Their group had incredible success, destroying one eighth of 
all German supply trains headed for the Eastern Front… 

Stefan



NAPród! 
panowie do 
przdou!

A combined group of AK forces, including Stefan and Jerry, tried to support the 
Warsaw Uprising, but couldn’t break through German lines, and lost a lot of men…

One of those was Stefan, killed when a building was struck by a German tank shell, destroying 
the structure and crushing the AK partisans sheltering below… So Jerry did the only thing he could do…

Jerry



Jerry skipped back a day and led the partisans in a different direction in their retreat, saving 
not only Stefan, but also seven other fighters. Jerry lost contact with Stefan when he was called 

back to London for debriefing. Stefan was taken prisoner in 1945 by advancing Soviet forces…

Jerry helped Stefan and his wife immigrate from Poland the U.S. in 1950 after Stefan and 
been released from Soviet captivity. Jerry visits the restaurant whenever he can, to 

support his old friend. Sadly Jerry knows that Stefan dies on October 12, 1963. Jerry can 
do many things, but helping his friend avoid cancer is not one of them. This is Network, out.
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